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By John Chambers
NEWS EDITOR

+ Candidates talk about

plans, platforms at
Student Government forum

By Niki Jensen and Avian Carrasquillo
STAFF EDITORS

The 11 potential candidates for
Student Government executive
branch positions presented their
platforms and answered audience
questions Monday before elections
begin Tuesday and Wednesday.
Margie Tucker, executive director of the student Elections
Commission, opened the debate by
introducing the candidates to about
30 audience members.
Caleb Judy, Amy Leonard and
Bud Wierenga, the three candidates
running for student body president,
listened as Tucker asked them what
they believed to be their biggest
accomplishments thus far.
Both Judy and Wierenga cited the
passing of the concert fee last
spring as their greatest accomplishments while Leonard chose her
appointment as the vice president
for business affairs, a position she
currently holds.
Tucker then opened the floor for
questions and reminded the presiDANI EL WILLIAMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
dential candidates they each had Bill Davidson, who is running for executive vice president, informs students about
just one minute to respond.
issues he hopes to cover while in office Monday evening in the University Walkway of
When asked about their stances the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
regarding the network fee, all three
Amy Leonard of the
candidates said they supported
Students Voice
increasing it to pay for an update of
Party and Bud
the network infrastructure.
Wierenga of the
In the race for executive vice
Reckless Abandon
president, Bill Davidson said that
Party listen to Caleb
he wanted to increase the Student
Judy discuss issues
Action Team's involvement and is
he wishes to cover
not afraid to stand up for the stuas student body
dents.
president Monday
Kyle Donash for the Students
evening in the
Voice Party said that he has been
University Walkway
very active in Student Senate and
of the Martin Luther
would continue to do so If elected.
King Jr. University
Shermann Thomas said that
Union.
although he has no prior Student
Senate experience his mentors
were previous executive vice presidents and that they are still coaching him.
In his opening address, Thomas
made an appeal to the audience by
saying, "I don't have a lot of Student
Senate experience, but I have a lot
of passion."
9

Eastern baseball hosts
University of
Illinois-Chicago
at 3 p.m. at
Coaches Stadium

No bonus
in store
for faculty

Parties
share
goals

SEE GOALS • Page

• TUESDAY

DANI EL WILLIAMS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Faculty members will not receive a bonus this year.
Bob Wayland, director of employee and labor relations, said April news of a $1.4 million rescission came
too early for there to be a bonus.
The recently settled four-year contract with the
University Professionals of Illinois had provisions for a
one-time bonus, equal to a 1.5 percent salary increase,
if there was not state rescission by May 15. The bonus
would have been equal to 1 percent if the call back was
less than or equal to $500,000.
As long as the state has only recommended and not
requested the 2. 7 percent in cuts yet, the bonus could
still be a reality, said UPI President David Radavich.
Discussion at the Coilllcil on University Planning and
Budget Friday left the impression this and next flscal
year's call back is "not a done deal," Radavich said.
The bonus depends on if the state's news of a pnr
posed call back fits the contract terms of a rescission.
"A mid-year rescission is basically any action on the
behalf of the governor," Wayland saicl "We've been
SEE BONUS • Page
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UPD officers

not backing
appointment
By Tim Martin

ADM INISTRATION EDITOR

University Police Department officers have grouped
behind the Fraternal Order of Police in fear acting
Chief Adam Due will be named permanent chief.
The fraternal order, the labor Wlion for the UPD,
issued a press release Friday summarlzl.ng the problems some officers have had with Due. The three areas
of conflict are officer safety, interdepartmental commilllications and attitude/interpersonal relations, the
release stated.
Members of the fraternal order first went on record
of their concern on Jan. 17, 2002, when 17of18 police
officers cast a "no confidence vote" against Due, who
has held the acting chief position since the summer of
2001. "Police Department morale is at an all-time low
and the pot is ready to boll over," the release stated.
Those numbers have since gone down when a revote
was taken on April 3, where 13 officers voted no confidence. A total number of voters was not given in the
press release, but the UPD Web site lists 15 officers.
"Those three categories outline a management style
by Chief Due,· said Ted Street, president of the
Fraternal Order of Police Illinois State Lodge located in
Springfield. "And there continues to be no address in
SEE UPD •
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Redesigned site aims at informing, serving student body
By Holly Frejich

STAFF WRITER

A redesigned Student Senate
Web site is aimed at better serving
and informing Eastern students
about issues affecting them.
Brian Scios, Web master and
Student Senate member, designed
the Student Senate Web site linked
to Eastern's Web page.
Sclos took his own ideas and the
ideas of fellow Senate members
and used them to update the previously existing Student Senate

page.
One link Scios added that he is
especially excited about is the elections page. Scios said the page will
list every candidate running for
election on April 22 and 23 and
each candidate will write a
description of why he or she is
qualified for the position they are
running for.
"In the past, it seems as though
students simply vote for people
based on their names and not their
qualifications," he said. "I feel that
this will allow students the oppor-

Spotlight:
Eastern

+ In the spotlight t:hls
week ls the new Student

Senate Web page.
Thls article ls part of

~IJi:i!ll-

a series focused on events, people and
organizations in our community.

tunity to learn what candidates
stand for and give them a better
idea of why they should or should

not vote for that person."
Sclos said students have asked
for a place on the Internet where
they can go to reference the schedule of the Panther Express Shuttle
Bus. Since the Student Senate is in
charge of the shuttle, Scios added a
link on the site leading students to
the schedule.
Another important link on the
Web site is one allowing students to
give their feedback on how they
feel about issues dealt with by the
Student Senate and issues relating
to the school in general.

"I have been disappointed in the
number of people who have actually posted messages on the page,"
Sclos said. "It is important for students to know what is going on
with things such as the state and
university budgets."
Scios said the only people who
have posted messages are senate
members. He feels that it's
because most people are Wlaware
of the opportilllity they have to
express their opinions.
SH SITE •
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Undergraduate art
on display this week

By Kelly Schumacher

STAFF WRITER

Eastern will hold a one-day
viewing of a vartety of new paintings from undergraduate artists
Tuesday at the Burl Ives Studio
Building.
The show, Visual Dialect, will
feature works of seven Eastern
students
from
Professor
Christopher Kahler's Painting 4,
5 and 6 classes.
This semester's show marks
the fourth major exhibition of
advanced painting students' work
since the start of the tradition that
began in the fall of 2001- The
exhibition will be held in the
Podesta Gallery from 5 to 9 p.m.
The artists whose work will be
on display include: Jason Bly, Pete
Brodeski, Nam Clark, Mike
Harvey, Theresa Rose, Ryan Vila
and Chris Wille.
All participating artists are
responsible for creating the work,
advertising, hanging the show
and catering the opening.
"The work ranges from selfportraiture to organic abstraction
and will illustrate work that ls

coming out of the painting program," Kahler said.
Each artist has his or her own
individual artistic style on display
at the event Bly uses classical
realism techniques with a contemporary twist to explore old
stories and traditional fables.
Brodeski, who designed the
poster for the event, documents
personal events, situations and
emotions that have shaped his
life.

Clark's paintings explore society's stereotypes of African
Americans through the eyes of
popular culture, a press release
stated.
Harvey's highly expressionistic
paintings investigate the hazards
and fragility of the body.
Rose uses images of Barbie and
her packaging to explore social
issues that plague women in our
contemporary society.
Vila uses a comic book style
and humor to deal with serious
issues such as stereotyping, race
and love.
Wille uses organic abstractions
to explore references to the body
and the nature of voyeurism.

Finding comfort in

uncertain times
By Dan Valenziano
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

For the last two years, workers at the Counseling Center
have spoken with a number of
students about their anxieties
over war and terrorism.
Because of the nervousness,
Mark Kiel, a Counseling Center
employee, will host a presentation entitled "Uncertain Times:
Living with the Prospect of
Terrorism in time of War"
Tuesday.
The presentation will be at 7
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The purpose of the workshop,
Kiel said, was to examine some
of the geopolitical happenings
around the world and the way
those things affect students on
an individual level.

"In the course of the last two
years our nation has undergone
a series of traumas," Klei said.
Kiel said he would examine
how these events are alike or
different and how individuals
can cope with these occurrences.
Kiel said many students who
had family members or friends
who went to war in Iraq and
Afghanistan came into the center for counseling.
"We had spikes of (students)
when the war began," Klei said.
"People had loved ones who
were called up."
Keil said some students may
feel distant from things such as
the war in Iraq. He said, the
ideas "will be brought home."
Kiel said the idea for the session came from a request during one of the lifeskills workshops.
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Ajuicy job

Shannon Finn, a sophomore elementary education major, restocks Dole Apple Juice into a display refrigerator
Monday evening in the Thomas Hall Convenience Store.

Night of art kicks off celebration

By Lamon Woods

STAFF WRITER

A week long devotion to the
four main pillars of art; dance,
drama, visual arts and music, will
kick off Tuesday at Carl Sandburg
Elementary School with Fine Arts
Night.
Fine Arts Night ls the beginning of a full week of activities
intended to inform the children of
Carl Sandburg Elementary School
about the many interesting
aspects of the fine arts. It will run
from 6 to 8 p.m.
Teachers see the event as a
great learning experience for the
chlldren and feel that it will
prove to be the most important
night.
"Tuesday ls the biggest night of
the week for us," said Jamie
Willis, an art teacher at Carl
Sandburg. "We are looking forward to the kids and their parents
coming in and enjoying all the
activities we will have."

The night will begin with duce some of the many other
Motherlode, a group that will kick parts of the fine arts.
off the evening as all the families
Each child will receive one
arrive. Following Motherlode, ticket for a hands-on visual art
students and parents will be able workshop and two yellow tickets
to participate in many different for participatory and listening
workshops, which will be run by workshops in the music, drama
Eastern art education majors, and dance section.
Even though Tuesday might be
who will share their knowledge of
visual arts with the families.
the biggest night for Fine Arts
Workshops will be set up in Week, presentations will continue
third grade classrooms, the art throughout the rest of the week.
room, the music room and the During morning presentations,
library. These workshops will Eastern art majors will give
involve all four of the main com- demonstrations on intaglio printing, glass beads, Chinese brush
ponents of the fine arts.
The visual arts workshops will painting and masks and theater in
give children the option to the cafeteria!. During the midday
become more familiar with and music performances, Allison
actually participate in some of Fischer, a member of the U.S.A.
the areas of the visual arts. Ballet Company in Blooming, will
Origami, kites, bookmaking, pup- join the students of Carl
pets, chalk-in and masks are Sandburg. According to Willis,
planned to be offered to those in Fischer will see all classes during
attendance.
one of their physical education
The music, drama and dance periods (April 23, 24, 25, 28, 29).
workshops will be led by a num- Willis said she ls very pleased
ber of guest artists who will intro- Fischer could come.

CORRECTIONS

POLICE BLOTTER

+ A story in Friday's edition of The
Daily Eastern News Incorrectly

Criminal damage to property

listed the hours for the South Side
Cafe. The cafe ls open from 5 a.m.
to 2 p.m. weekdays, from 5 a.m. to 1
p.m. Saturday and ls closed on
Sunday.
+ An editorial story in Monday's edition of The Dally Eastern News incorrectly stated which Student Senate
member coordinated efforts to
resolve issues with the city regarding
misbehavior at the last Homecoming
parade. The senate member was Kyle
Donash.
The News regrets the errors.

+ A 2000 Lexus was damaged
Thursday while parked in "W"
lot, police reports stated.

+

A Pontiac was damaged
while parked in the LSD lot,
police reports stated. The incident ls under investigation.

Illegal consumption of
alcohol by a minor
+ Andrew M. McKeague, 19, of

Carman Hall, was arrested at
the residence hall Friday at
12:45 a.m., police reports stated.
+ Steven A. Madigan, 19,
Lockport,
arrested
was
Friday at 12:45 a.m. at
Carman Hall.
He was also charged with
criminal damage to government supported property,
resisting a police officer, possessing an ID of another and
disorderly conduct, police
reports stated.
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Unendorsed candidates defend qualifications, devotion

• Student Government
hopefuls react to Daily
Eastern News picks
By Niki Jensen

ST UDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

As the election process ls a vital
cornerstone of the quintessential
American representative democracy, student government candidates not endorsed by The Daily
Eastern News enter today's
Student Government elections
voicing the reasons why they
should be elected to serve
Eastern's student body in the forthcoming school year.

Student Body President
Student body president candidate Amy Leonard, of the
Students Voice Party, cites her
previous experience in student
government affairs as a qualifying factor for her push for the
presidency.
A junior polltical science major,
Leonard said she has been a member of the Student Senate for two
years, in which time she has
served two years on the parking
committee, three years on the
parking and appeals committee
and a year as an Apportionment

Board member among other
involvements.
Serving as the current chair of
the Apportionment Board, Leonard
said she ls dedicated to serving
Eastern's students.
"I am in the Student Activities
Office almost 90 percent of the day
working for the students,• she said.
As previously reported in the
News, one of Leonard's main platforms focuses on the creation of a
multi-functional online community
that will better serve the students.
"Ninety percent of students I've
talked to use the Internet," she
explained as the rationale for the
platform.
Bud Wierenga, of the Reckless
Abandon Party, ls also seeking the
position of student body president.
Wierenga said it ls his enthusiasm and love for the students that
sets him apart from Leonard and
Caleb Judy, the endorsed candidate
representing the Campus Change
Party.
"I know I can represent the students the best. I'm there for the
students,· he said.

ership roles have provided him
with the skills and attributes to be
an effective executive vice president.
In addition to serving on the
Illinois State Board of Education
Student Advisory Council in high
school and making the transition to
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education Student Advisory
Council, Donash notes his recent
Charles "Tight" Carter Award for
Outstanding leadership and contribution to student government as an
example of his commitment to the
university.
Donash's top priorities include
increasing student participation
on the Student Action Team and
building better relations with the
members of the Board of
lhtstees.
Opposing Donash in the executive vice president race are Bill
Davidson, the endorsed candidate of the Campus Change
Party, and Sherman Thomas, a
candidate with no party affiliation.

Executive Vice President

Student VP for Student
Affairs

Leonard's party-mate Kyle
Donash, of the Students Voice
Party, said his many campus lead-

Lindsey Baum, also of the
Students Voice Party, ls running for student vice president

Five polling places to open
for student exec elections
By Niki Jensen

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The five polling stations set up throughout Eastern's campus mark the arrival of
the highly contested Student Government
elections to take place today and
Wednesday.
Students can cast their votes today from
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Wednesday from 9 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Coleman, Carman and Taylor
halls, the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and the Student Recreation Center,
said Margie Tucker, executive director of
the elections commlsslon.
With last year's spring election yielding
1,229 student votes, Tucker said she expects
an even greater turnout for the current
race.
"I'm hoping for 2,000 students to vote,"
she said.
Sharing in Tucker's optimism ls current
Student Body President Alison Mormino,
who cites an expanded elections commission and the distribution and posting of
filers as evidence that Student Government
ls serious about getting more Eastern students to the polls and diminishing the longstanding apathy that has notoriously
plagued Eastern's campus.
"The students that you could potentially
elect make decisions on tuition rates, student fees, (they) sit on the Board oflhtstees
and are on various commlttees that affect
students' lives on a daily basis.
"Voter turnout has been increasing steadily each of the past years," Mormino said.

LaBamba' s brawlers name
attorneys, request defense
at preliminary hearing

There '.s been a bigger
increase in publicity this year,
so I think there will be a
bigger toumout."

• One male charged with
aggravated battery has lawyer;
second asks for pub/ic defender

-Margie Tucker

CITY EDITOR

Tucker said the increase of candidatesponsored publicity - particularly sloganfllled filers - ls a factor that may contribute
to a high voter turnout in this election.
"There's been a bigger increase in publicity this year. so I think there will be a bigger
turnout," she said.
Mormino agreed, acknowledging that the
candidates have done a good job marketing
themselves to the student body.
In fact, Tucker said "you can't go anywhere on campus without seeing something
about the elections."
In addition to visual publicity, Tucker said
many candidates have taken the grassroots
approach of presenting and discussing their
platforms at various campus group meetings, including those of fraternities and
sororities and other Recognized Student
Organizations.
While voter turnout results will soon
indicate the success of the election,
Mormino strongly urges Eastern students
to "weigh In" and voice their opinions by
voting.

By Carly Mullady

Eastern students Brian P. Golden, 21 ,
and Scott W. Street, 23, made their initial appearance In court Monday for
charges of aggravated battery stemming from an lnlcldent at LaBamba's
restaurant.
Assistant State's Attorney Duane Deters
said the purpose of the inltlal court appearance ls for the defendants to be aware of
the charges against them and announce
their defense counsel.
"They announce if they have an attorney,
say they're hiring one or request that the
court assign an attorney," Deters said.
During Monday's initial appearance,
Golden informed the court of his representation. Attorney David Eberspacher will
serve as Golden's defense counsel.
Street could not afford to hire an attorney and therefore requested a public
defender be appointed to him.
Golden and Street are facing three
charges of aggravated battery for their
involvement In a fight that occurred at 1:17
a.m. April 13 at LaBamba's, 1415 Fourth St.
The fight left two Cook County men, Paul
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student
"I know I can repreaffairs.
Referring
to
sent the students best.
her position as
a member of
I'm there for the
the
Student
Senate, Baum
students."
said,
"I've
always made
sure the students' voices Bud Wierenga
are heard In - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - every student
government
"I am in the Student
decision. •
Baum's camActivities Office
paign highlights
the creation of a
almost 90 percent of
freshman leadership conferthe day working for the
ence, which she
said would unite
students."
freshman students and "pro- Amy Leonard
duce great new - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - leaders."
Eastern's campus, Kulp said, "I
Matt Kulp, a candidate with want students to be able to create
no party affiliation, and incum- their own RSO's based on their
bent Lisa Flam, endorsed candi- hobbies."
A self-described outgoing and
date of the Campus Change
Party, also seek the position of enthusiastic motivator, Kulp said,
student vice president for stu- "I have a feeling that I can promote more Involvement (among
dent affairs.
Wanting to expand the number Eastern students) than the other
of
Recognized
Student candidates who are running for
Organizations, or RSO's, on this position. •
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Romanowski and Scott Leehner, injured.
One victim was treated and released from
Sarah Bush-Lincoln Health Service emergency room following the altercation. The
second was kept overnight for treatment
and observation.
Street and Golden were arrested at 10
p.m. April 13 at Charleston Police
Department.
Information was filed April 16, charging
the men with three counts of aggravated
battery and bail was set at $1,000, 10 percent of the $10,000 bond.
The men were restricted from contact
with the victims or their residences in
Lemont and Westmont.
A preliminary hearing date was set during Monday's initial appearance. The hearing ls scheduled for 1 p.m. May 12.
Deters said probable cause ls determined at preliminary hearings.
"If they do not waive, usually they will
have a witness testify with the facts of the
offense and the court determines probable
cause,• Deters said.
Once probable cause ls established, the
defense can choose a bench trial with only
a judge or ajury trial. Deters saidjury trials are most often chosen.
The trial date is then set following estal:r
llshed probable cause. State statutes list
aggravated battery conviction punishments
as two to five year imprisonments with possibility of fines and parole.
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Afew idiots mar excellence
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EDITORIAL

Students
need to
haveplanB

Tu effectively cope with late-year budget prolr
terns, Eastern's administration has vowed to scrutinize small summer classes and decide what
needs to get cut. They'll collectively axe small
classes full of freshmen before canceling a class
full of seniors who need the classes to graduate on
time.
But shutting down classes hurts anyone who is
trying to finish a degree in a reasonable amount of
time. Underclass students trying to get ajump on
those 120 hours do it in sumAt issue
mer school and often depend
Administrators
on that opportunity to take
cutting
lighter loads during the year.
summer
Other students trying to make
classes to
aleviate budge
up for a poor performance
sometimes rebuild their grade problems.

point averages in the summer
Our stance
as well.
Students need
to formulate
Still, Eastern has to get
money from somewhere, and it alternate
options in case
looks as though summer school planned classis that somewhere. Students
es are canwho plan to supplement their
celled and
always plan
regular academic years with
heaed.
summer courses need to start
planning for potential disasters
now.
Students should register as early as possible to
ensure a class will be available or to ensure said
class remains open. They should also formulate
some kind of backup plan. No summer class is
guaranteed, so students need to have something
else lined up in case an all-important course falls
through.
One smart move would be to check the courses
offered at Lake Land College or a hometown community college. Be sure the course will transfer
with hours and correct credit intact and create a
Plan B.
The administration, on the other hand, needs to
use carefuljudgment when deciding which classes to cut. For example, a class of five freshmen
may look expendable, but if they are EIU4 students to whom the university has promised a
timely degree, the class should meet as planned.
The administration should be open to student
and faculty concerns about canceling classes
rather than relying on numbers to make the call.
Closing one summer class won't derail the education of most students or the work of most professors, but special circumstances could tell a different story than enrollment numbers do.
In tough budget times, tough decisions must be
made. But canceling important classes ls one of
the toughest decisions of all and should be made
with the greatest care and consideration for students and faculty.
The editorial ls the majority opinion of the
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

Caitlin

Prendergast

senior journalism
major and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
EastemNews

She can be reached
at 581-2812 a
cuctp@eiu.edu

Everyone loves a good concert.
Some people shell out big bucks
to enjoy their favorite musical act,
which can be a truly fun experience.
Others view concerts as the
perfect opportunity to get drunk
and make asses of themselves.
Unfortunately, at Friday's
Counting Crows performance in
Lantz Arena, a selective few put a
damper on my much-anticipated
concert experience with their
foolish antics.
I've been waiting excitedly for
almost a month to see the Crows
live, and I assumed the other 3,000
students and area fans would
attend with the same attitude. I
just wanted to hear some good
music and have a fun time.
I showed up to Lantz with my
boyfriend and his 17-year-old
brother, a huge Counting Crows
fan. While waiting outside the
arena doors, two obviously intoxicated college girls dropped their
pants and urinated in the bushes
next to Lantz. At least a hundred
others in the line witnessed this
display of public idiocy, since it
was still light out and the girls
didn't make an effort to conceal
that they weren't properly potty
trained.
I was proud to give my
boyfriend's little brother his first
taste of the classy, ladylike behavior exhibited by certain Eastern
sorority members.

"A group of obnoxious
guys shouted 'get off
the stage' and... 'show
us your tits. " '
During the concert, the embarrassing antics of my peers continued. We stood patiently during
Sixpence None the Richer's opening set, which I thought was pretty damn good. Apparently, a few
other drunken degenerates standing behind us did not agree. A
group of obnoxious guys shouted
"get off the stage," and the always
charming, "show us your tits," to
lead singer Leigh Nash. Sixpence
None the Richer has gained fame
as a Christian rock band, so I
doubt Nash would find the hecklers' requests very amusing.
Meanwhile, people of all shapes
and sizes attempted to push their
way up to the front of the stage. I
understand everyone wants to get
close to the band, but It's incredibly rude to assume those around
you won't mind If you step in front
of them.
I've been in my fair share of
rowdy concert crowds, and I wasn't expecting to have to throw
elbows and exchange Insults with
anyone at a Counting Crows show.
I just wanted to stand there and
not be bothered.

As for those "fans" to my left,
who were talking and laughing
loudly during lead vocalist Adam
Duritz's piano solo, you really
knew how to ruin a good moment.
And what concert experience
would be complete without the
mad rush for the door when the
lights go up? The same girls with
the overactive bladders shoved
their way through hundreds of
people waiting to get out of the
venue, proclaiming through giggles that they were going to be
sick. Tired and frustrated, I felt
compelled to shout a few expletives at them.
Now I'm not trying to claim I'm
the Emily Post of concert etiquette, but I was disappointed
with my peers' manners Friday
night.
The University Board is going
to be hard-pressed to find acts to
perform at Eastern if we get a
reputation for having an uncouth
crowd. Sean Kelly, guitarist for
Sixpence None the Richer, said he
was happy with the fans' energy,
and the University Police
Department removed only two
intoxicated students from Lantz.
However, from my limited
experience, I encountered enough
debauchery to make me ashamed
of a few of my fellow concert
goers.
We're all adults. So next time a
big act comes to our little campus,
let's lose the childish behavior.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

by Ben Erwin

Evidence, not editorializing, needed

In response to the column
"Tell it like it is, fellow patriots," published in the April 2
edition of The Dally Eastern
News the word radical
means extreme and uncompromising. Gloria Steinem's
comments are considered
radical because they are just
that, extreme and uncompromising.
Your clear evidence
President Bush was not fairly elected depends on which
newspaper you happen to be
reading at the time. It was
the actions of Gore and/or
his associates that first
brought the issue to the
courts.
Neither side was innocent
in that contest. Gore took a
gamble and lost.
As for Michael Moore, by
his own admission, the
majority of the facts presented In his book were
false. His next book was
over 60 percent plagiarized
and the so-called docurnen-

tary was mostly staged for
effect. Comments by him on
his own Web site can hardly
be called reliable as to what
happened or who is right.
As an American, you are
entitled to your opinion. Just
answer me this, did you vote
in the last election?
Did you even pay attention to what was going on or
did you just switch over to
MTV? How many of those at
that concert you went to
voted? Did Ani D!Franco
vote?
When you actually get out
into the world, when
mommy and daddy are no
longer paying your way, and
you get your facts in order is
when your opinion, for all it
is, will be more to me than
birdcage lining.
Roy Kubicek
graduate student Jn history

Columns testament
to free speech

I'm writing in response to
the column, "Tell it like It is,
fellow patriots," published in
the April 2 edition of The

Dally Eastern News.

The fact the column was
published serves as a testament to one thing: Americans
have the right to free speech
and often abuse It with ignorant accusations replete with
vulgarity and other symptoms of un-reasoned, un-substantiated and altogether
ridiculous commentary.
I don't know what sickens
me more: the fact that
Eastern would publish such
buffoonery, or that admls-

sion standards are low
enough that those who might
compose It are permitted to
attend any institution of
"higher education.H
A quick review of our constitution, and a reminder that
we live in a Republic - not a
direct democracy - should
cure our unfortunate "patriot" of her blindness toward
the country she is, so obviously, undeserving of.
I don't care how much I
disagree with a president
(e.g. the perjury of Bill
Clinton), I will never bark
like a disgruntled child, nor
do I expect that those who do
will be taken seriously.
Chester A Feather
sophomore phllosophy major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints. we may edit letters. so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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State combats teacher shortage
with scholarship opportunities
By Jennifer Chiariello

CAMPUS EDITOR

A five-year teaching commit-

ment wtll provide students with
free tuition and some Eastern students are anxious too see the fruits
of the new program.
The
Illinois
House
of
Representatives approved a free
college tuition plan for state college
students who make a five-year commitment after graduation to any
state elementary or secondary
school.

Melissa Fitch, a senior elementary education major, cuts out butterflies in
preparation for a science fair Monday afternoon in the Instructional
Technology Center in Buzzard Hall. Today at Carl Sandburg, there will be a
science fair.

State Representative Lou Lang,
D-Skokie, a sponsor of the bill, said
In a press release: "Qualified
teachers are Increasingly out of
reach for many school districts In
Illinois and an affordable college
education Is frequently out of
reach for many Illinois students.
This bill alms to bridge the gap
between the two models.•
Eastern students are excited
about the tuition plan.
"I think It's great,· said Lauren
CannichaeL a sophomore elementary education major. "I need the
money. It allows those who are nonminority education majors to receive

college funding while still g!Vlng
their commitment to teaching.•
Other students think five years
Is too long of a commitment for
students.
"Eastern's education program Is
a good, well-respected program,
and It's a good idea to want to keep
Illinois teachers here since Illinois
Is short on teachers,• said Kristen
Plugge, a junior elementary education major. "But I think five
years Is too long. I think three
years would be better.•
Plugge said she plans on teaching outside the state after graduating.
Eric Hatczel, a junior secondary
business education major, said: "It
could work both ways. I think It
would be beneficial because If you
know that's what you want to do
for the rest of your life, your
school is paid for. If you have other
majors or minors it might not be as
beneficial because you might not
want to stick with teaching for five
years.·
The House voted 85-6 to
advance the plan to the State
Senate.
The state wtll need nearly 64,000

"With unrelenting
tuition increases,
college falls further out
of reach for workingclass students. "
-lou lang
teachers during the next four
years and 2,225 positions went
begging in 2002, according the
State of Education Board study.
Meanwhile, teacher preparation
enrollment In Illinois decreased 10
percent in the 1999-2000 period. Of
the teachers who enter classrooms, 30 percent leave after
three years.
"Even In a growing economy, a
college education often races by
the children of average working
families, and In a stalled economy
- with unrelenting tuition increases, college falls further out of reach
for working-class students,• Lang
said.

State Sen. Righter to answer Faculty Senate questions
By Tim Martin

ADM INIS TR ATIO N EDITOR

State Sen. Dale Righter, RMattoon, will update the Faculty
Senate Tuesday on the proposed
state budget and pending legislation that can affect education.
Righter,
who
represents
Charleston as part of the 55th
district, said some 16 percent of
Eastern's budget has been cut in
the last two years.
He said for the Fiscal Year
2002 budget, $54.8 million was
appropriated to Eastern. The

FY04 budget
Gov.
Rod
B lagojevich
proposed April
9 suggested
$47.6 million
for Eastern.
The cut was
because of the
slow economy
and
Eastern Dale Righter
picking up the
cost of group insurance, Righter
said.
"I dunno - it sounds like a stupid answer, but it's an honest

one," Righter said when asked
what he could do to help ease
Eastern's budget cuts.
"What money there Is for
Eastern and higher education
overall depends on all the other
numbers in the budget too.
"It's always a dollar for dollar
offset. To get a piece, you need to
carve off others.•
Eastern will likely give back
2.7 percent or $1.4 million for
this fiscal year and 8.2 percent
next year.
The Faculty Senate will discuss
the possibility of drafting a recon-

sideration letter for the Board of
Trustees after their request for a
third faculty member on the presidential election committee was
denied, said Faculty Senate chair
Anne Zahlan.
Zahlan said she hopes the Jetter will be sent out later this
week.
A presidential search committee will likely begin steps in
August, Jill Nilsen, vice president for external relations, previously said.
The distribution of Technology
Enhancement and Management

(TEAM) money will also be discussed by the Faculty Senate.
Barbara Lawrence, associate
professor of chemistry, said the
monies are given to faculty for
development of courses and to
support curricular use of technology but that a committee for
the distribution process is needed.
The senate will also discuss
the Council of Illinois University
Senate.
The Faulty Senate will meet at
2 p.m. Tuesday in Booth Library
Conference Room 4440.
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Charleston housing charity
receives $77,000 state grant
money, and the finallzed national budget must
approve the grant before it can be dispersed.
"As soon as the money is there, we' ll begin
the project," Walters said. "We should start
in mid-May or early June.•
The remaining money, almost $6,000, will
be dedicated to running HOPE.
"We'll use that for just daily operations,"
Walters said. "It will help toward utility bills
and other basics."
Non-profit organizations like H OPE rely
on grants and donations.
"A big funder ls the Department of
Human Services," Walters said.
Money from Attorney General Lisa
Madigan's office, the Illinois Criminal
Justice and Information organization and
federal money through the Illinois Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.
"Those and private donations are what
keep us running,• Walters said.
HOPE of East Central Illinois ls a combined homeless shelter and Coalition
Against Domestic Violence.
It was founded In 1979 and has served
more than 4,000 people since then.
The Coalition Against Domestic Violence
offers an emergency shelter for domestic
violence victims and their children.
Following shelter stays, a transitional housing program leads victims to independent
living In local apartments which is accompanied by counseling until victims can develop
successful independence.

By Carly Mullady

CITY EDITOR

The Illinois Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity granted $77,453 to
three area non-profit organizations.
Charleston's
Housing,
Outreach,
Prevention and Education (HOPE) of East
Central Illinois is among the three organizations, which also include the Embarras River
Basin Agency of Greenup and Mattoon's
Publlc Action to Deliver Shelter.
HOPE, a homeless shelter and the
Coalltion Against Domestic Violence, provides shelter to homeless citizens and shelter as well as support for victims of domestic abuse.
A grant for $15,921 was assigned to HOPE.
"It was nice to receive the grant,· said J im
Walters, executive director of the organization. "Non-profit agencies like ours usually
receive funding cuts.•
Walters said the group applled for the
Illinois Department of Commerce and
Community Affairs grant In November 2002
and was recently notified of the award.
Approximately $10,000 of the grant is
already dedicated to a project for remodeling plumbing and bathrooms in the domestic
violence shelter.
"Our domestic violence shelter ls an old,
old faclllty, and it Is nice to have improvements," Walters said.
The grant assignment comes from federal
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Project Vote Smart awards
political science scholarships

By Jemifer Chiariello

CAMP US EDITOR

Project Vote Smart's founding board has
approved to cover all expenses for up to five
Eastern students to spend 10 weeks at its
unique political retreat center.
The program is headquartered In an exclusive high-tech wilderness park 6,000 feet up In
the Rocky MOW1tains.
Project Vote Smart is considered the nation's
most independent, dependable and accurate
political research organization with more than
5,000 sponsoring news organlzations and
Ubrarles. The project conducts background
checks on over 30,000 political candidates and
issues, according to a press release.
"We are still building the retreat research center and are In need ofstudents Willing to work on
everything from candidate lntervleWs and presidential research to building rorral fences and
painting lodge faclllt:les,• said Lisa C.Oligan. a
Project Vote Smart representatlVe, In a pres>
release. "The bigJEYQff l.ssee!ngthe hundreds of
news stories and thousands of citizens who now
write treI.r thanks and appreciation for our
defendlng the cltlzen5' right to the facts instead
of the rhetortc. The work is hard and terribly
important, but you get to live In an incomparable
paradise that features fishing. hiking, swimming.
boating and OOrseback riding."
Polltical Science students were surprised to
hear about the swnmer Internship offered but
were familiar with Project Vote Smart
Ronnie Deedrick, a junior polltical science
major; said he is familiar with Project Vote

Smart's database.
"I think it's a good program for the simple
fact It's a very nonpartisan database and really
convenient for those who don't know much
about politics or their government officials,"
Deedrick said.
Amanda Sartore, a junior pollt!cal science
major; said she uses Project Vote Smart to get
information on senators and representatives.
"It's a good tool the student action team used
In Student Act!Vlties," she said.
Brian Sc:ios, a sophomore pollt!cal science
major; said the Internship soundecl like a good
idea
"I think it's a great idea, and I've always felt
strongly about educating everyday cttlzen.5
about candidates and elected officials,• Sc:ios
said "I've always tried to make it a point of
mine to educate students on the elected officials at Eastern, and if we could do that on a
national level, it's very important because it's
people running your world, your government
You should really know what they are doing."
Although pollt!cal science, speech communication and journalism majors are particularly
encruraged to apply, Interns from all backgrounds, including recent college graduates
and graduate students, are accepted and eligible for scholarship support
Students must commit to a 10-week Internship, which can be scheduled at any time.
Additional Information and applications for
Project Vote Smart Internships are available on
the Vote Smart Web site, www.vote-smart.org.
Students can also call the Voter's Research
Hotline for more information, {888) 868-3762.
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Bonus:

back) did become official, and it
wouldn't surprise me if it didn't."
No matter what day the state
asks for the call back, the university does not have the funds,
Wayland said.
"May 15 was sort of the deadline
we put on this," he said. "What
we're saying Is that's money not
available."
The faculty contract was negotiated over 11 months. There was
concern over the amount of a
rescission, but there was no idea if
it would be small enough to allow
for a faculty bonus.
"At the time we made this agreement, we had no idea this was
going to happen," Wayland said.

CONT INUED FR OM PAG E 1

informed by the lliinols Board of
Higher Education and the Bureau
of the Budget that we must
reserve ($1.4 million).•
"We would take issue with that,•
Radavich said.
The union was waiting to see
what the legislature does with the
budget, Radavich said.
The legislature has until May 31
to constitutionally approve Gov.
Rod Blagojevich's recommendation for next fiscal year.
"Things are just so uncertain
every day," Radavich said. "It
wouldn't surprise me if (the call

UPO:

"In general terms, his
(Due) personality is
confrontational; he has
poor communication
skills within the
department with the
officers. "

University reviewing
candidates for police
chief JX>Sition

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

trying to change the management
style."
Due and multiple UPD officers
declined comment.
The university began a review of
candidate files for the UPD Chief
- acting chief is an interim position - on April 7, said Lynette
Drake, director of Health Services
and chair of the search committee.
Drake could not comment any further on the search or the matter.
Street said the press release was
released to the media after on-campus attempts to handle the situation
were unsuccessful. By Street's
count, there were four or five meetings with administration.
"In general terms, (Due) his personality Is confrontational, he has
poor communication skills within
the department with the officers,"
Street said. "As they bring safety
and equtpment Issues to his attention, he is non-reactive. He doesn't
address the officer safety issues in
the way of replacing equtpment or
existing mechanical equipment for
the cars."
Bob Wayland, director ofemployee and labor relations, previously
said administration Is preparing to
negotiate a new labor agreement
with the UPD where the situation of
police chief will be discussed.

-Ted Street

The UPD Is allotted one representative on the search committee,
as stated by the EIU Web site.
"A selection committee, which
may include the vice president for
business affairs, the director of
facilities planning and management, the manager of design and
construction, the dean or director of
the area affected by the project, the
appropriate vice president or
designee and a representative from
purchasing shall evaluate all firms
submitting responses," the Web site
stated.
Street questioned the one UPD
representative, which he said Due
handpicked.
"What occurred was the University selected one of Due's friends who
(Due) promised to promote him
from sergeant to lieutenant," he
said. "That particular sergeant is
not representative of the super
majority, that 80 or 90 percent that
voted 'no confidence.'"
"We don't believe he can be unbiased and objective."

Forum focus on Azerbaijan
+ International student
will lead last event of
semester
By Dan Valenziano

ACTIVITIES EDITOR

The last International Forum
of the semester is set to take
place Tuesday.
Gulnar Mammadova is an
international student studying
pre-engineering. She will be
presenting information regarding her home country of
Azerbaijan at 2 p.m. in the
Charleston-Mattoon room of
t he Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
"I'm going to give general
information about my country, "
Mammadova said.
Azerbaijan, which is located
North of Iraq, South of Russia
and West of the Caspian Sea,
has a population of close to

Site:

New \\eb page offers
additional access,
infonnation
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Also listed on the Web site is a
calendar of events page. Scios
said the page is designated to help
students become more aware of
events taking place on and off
campus. He also said the calendar
lists all the events in one place,
making it easier for students to
access more information at one
time.
Sclos Is now in the process of
adding a co-curricular transcripts link to the Web site. The
link will be an online submission
form allowing students to submit
a list of organtzations and clubs
they have been involved in and
some important information
about each one.
"I encourage people to look at
the Web site and gain all the pos-

eight million people, according
to the 2001 CIA World Fact
Book.
Mammadova said she will
shed light on the customs and
traditions
of Azerbaijan.
Mammadova said she wanted
to do this presentation because
few people know anything
about her home.
"I'm going to focus on what
we do in our daily lives,•
Mammadova said. "I'm going
to talk about people, food, traditions and customs. "
Mammadova explained her
country has more to offer than
culture
and
tradition.
Azerbaijan has a rich history as
well.
She said the third oldest
human skeletal remains ever
recovered were recently found
in Azerbaijan.
International
Student
Adviser Sue Songer had only
positive things to say about

Mammadova.
"She (Mammadova) is one of
the best (international) students we have,• Songer said.
Songer said the forums are
presented once an month, and
about 100 people usually
attend.
Songer said free refreshments are provided at the
forums, which usually last
about two hours.

sible knowledge they can about
the events taking place at this
University, whether they be
extracurricular activities or the
signing of a new bill here at
Eastern," Scios said. "I feel the
more people know, the more
involved they will become.•
Another useful link on the Web
site for students Is the scholarship applications link. Bill
Davidson, speaker of the Student
Senate, feels that it Is one of the
most important aspects of the
Web site. This link is one in which
students can access scholarship
applications and apply for them
in the comfort of their dorm
rooms.
"I feel this link will be a more
efficient way for students to look
and see what types of scholarships are out there and are available for them to apply for,"
Davidson said.
The students should be looking
to next year and all the scholarship opportunities that are
offered. The Web site makes it
easier for the students to find the
type ofscholarships they are look-

ing for, he said.
Scios said he added the link for
the scholarships in order to
enable students an easier way to
gain knowledge of applications
available to them.
"Whenever students are looking (for scholarships), they
always seem to have a difficult
time finding the right scholarships for them," Scios said.
"Putting all their possibilities in
one place saves the students the
trouble of searching all over the
place for scholarships that are
useful to them•
"Since this site Is so young, students don't really know what to
expect." Davidson said. "Most students don't even know the site
exists. Once they realize the usefulness of the links, I feel they will
be accessing the site more frequently."
As far as the tum-out on the
feedback page, Davidson Is not
worried. He thinks the feedback
will be greater when students
start to access the site and learn
more about what the student government has to offer.

'Tm going to focus on
what we do in our
daily lives. I'm going
to talk about people,
food, traditions and
customs."
- Gulnar Mammadova
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Phone 465 -2003 or on erv1ew.

CALL NOW!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner.
sh p wrth WESTAFF is lool<ing for
people jusMiKe you to be a part of
our teaml!I $7/HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new Hauble hours: 5p-9p: 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
oday to schedule your personal
1nterv1ew 345- 303
00

sa..

4/25
..
Now taks'g
fer IB1 trr&rqtts ard weekends. llWY at
~ Daly()..e:n 20Slale Slrea
J /25

FOR

l.BSr0ToTit' C!J a.j;f-ta! 1<l:D231.ffi'12

4/30
Sales "59:X::ti!le Neeoed: W! ae b:Wg
fer c¥anc. g;ie1 cnrced. sass paes-

hcus. Je.vdly

pa1 1me

sal<:s ex+JEi e ce p9eTed. "W'f n pe-SO'I at kHi JeNfJty <rd Gfts Oa;s
Cony Mel Ma:loo-1 IL01938

512

Banender trainees needed. 250
a day potential. Local posrtoons
1-800-293-3985 e .539

515
Sl>JMER 'M'.l-1<
s14.50 BASC-APT
FlEXB..E Rll ~TM:
CUSTCM:R SEJM:8SAl.ES
~
NO~

NO EXPERl8'.CE NECESSARY
COOlOS EXIST. M.ST BE 1g...
caAlS CAU: 217-235-4(8J
V\E%BIE~
f{f FOOO

APPLY ON CAMPUS
ccu:rr ON 41.18&4129

FOR

,.

REIT

floor°'

3 bedroom 2nd
2 flat. 1409
9th street. Everything is new. Must
see. $235 per month 'er person.
plus utilities. No pets. No latJ!ldfy.
Call 348-14 74 tor shewing.
4125
Nooe 48R home. 1 1/2 baths. fully
furnished. 2 car detached garage.
ClA. cheap utilities. 1 blk from
ca~. Call 217-857-3611
4/25

' FOi

2/3
BR
House.
1810
Jonnson
S250 /2.
$200 /3
348 - 5032 or
345 - 3790
4125
Housing
for
1-5 res1·
dents . VARIETY. lists at
1512 A . Street. Wood
Rentals ,
.lim
Wood .
Realtor. 345-4489
4128

3 BR APT LQCATEO AT 202 1/2

6TH

6pm

2

4/25

Name:
Address:
•
Phone: - - - - - - Student: :J Yes

1,2, &3Bedrooms

4LOCATIONS
CkJse to campus

345-6533

• rent from $188/person
• low electric avgs.
• ample free parking
•trash paid

CAMPUS
SIGMA

CLIPS

.

five-on-five baskett>a11 tournament
starting at 5 p.m romgnt an Lawson baskett>all courts. Rain locatJon in
Lantz Arena.
~

Cro word

ACROSS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

~-------------

No

~~-~--~--

Expirat10ncode (office use on~):
Composrtor __

No. words days: _ _ Amount due· S_ __
Payment: Checi< No._ _

~~-~-~---~---

~ Annual

1Muddy up
5Fibercable
1OVaulted area
1401d Dodge
15Wells
16Envelope
closer
1 nr?tining in
microscope
use?
20Primping
21
"Steppenwolf
" author
2290° from ESE
23Elisabeth of
"Leaving Las
Vegas"
25Ripken Jr.
surpassed
him
29Mad rush
33Big drink?

34Bearded farm
animal
35Fratemity
members
36Taking an
arctic vacation?
40Timewom
41 Museo contents
42Catte
43Times to play
or relax
46Butter or oleo
47Schoolon
the Thames
48Kingston Trio
hit.1959
49Hotpoint
competitor
52Enters
57Wtry some
r;<'Ple move

Edited by Will Shortz

pects

65Tibetan
bovines

DOWN

1Cavort
2Actor Sharif
3" Bus Stop"
playwright
4Field of work
Sin the
(soon to
come)
6JOhn of
"Miracle on
34th Street "
7H.S. math
Massachuset
ts?
8Engine
starter: Abbr.
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE
9Gear part
10Dead to the
,.::.+.~~
world

1

~~~ ~~~~:q

ll en pet word h 111y Id 111\9. 10 C8l1IS per word each c:ooseaiNe c1ay
hnillftlr. is~ pet word &II dlly b saldlrCs witl vaid I>, nl 10 cera per WOl'd
elCft~ dlly . . . 15 word MMI.
IUUE2,_.. . . . . . -~ EJaPTmMS
rlglttD
ldsC!rlidlnd ..... «II I*'...._

No. 0311

60Crowd noise
61River of
Rome
62Taxi charge
63Nothing but
64Some murder
mystery sus-

-'--'+is.+:i~f.:.f 11 Potpie ingredients
12Mouth off to

er-.

~at.SB:J>l'T01tl.3EA6.

v.txxl Rer1als. .tn v.txJd. RIBb:
5fl

(}/j'j[f{)IJN{ 11/W/t(,[Jflf(f

~br ~t\tt Uork limrs

Classified ad form

The-.,_,. ..

..

!~ NATIONAL PROGRAMs: lntemallOnal Forum from 2 p.m to -1
p m onogn1 1n the Chatleston-Mattoon Room ol the Martln L.utner K.ng
Jr Un~ Unt00 Gutnar Mammadora from Azeroaiian will speak.
Free retresnments

The Daily Eastern News

Dates to run:
Ad to read:

51'2

llER' 3 Efl tum b' 3 ~ ..........
fla!t1
capet.
~
c:atlim.

~ , Across from Carman Hall ~
-j-, ~~
345-6000
-.

345-4489 - Fax 345-44 2

Person accepting ad:

• Efl ta8I, WO. tm.Twt 10 (J' 12
mdl ..... rl!WC9'1lJ.&Olt3e.1!Bl
5fl
4EflH19:. 1 Wblf-.~9..a.:1
345.4419,WxxiAll'-..tnWlldAID

Studio, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court

I 6 920

Under classification of:

4/30

I I IT

Uncolnwood P•ne•ree
Apartmenu

512 A Stree PO. Box 3 7
Charles~ n

NEW

4/30
2 BR Apartments. CIA. 2 blodcs
from campus. Call 345-9636 after

3 BR house. new fridge. fresh
paint 9 2 D1111s1on 217-3483357
4/25
5-6 bedroom house 1409 9th
street Has 6 bedrooms. but I
will consider only 5 students.
Completely
remodeled .
Hardwood floors. ceiling fans.
Must see. $235 per month per
student .. plus ut1ht1es. No pets.
,,o laundry. Call 348-1474 for
showing
4125
1. 2 . 3 bedroom apartments .
Oldetowns
Management.
Close to c ampus . 345 6533

Jim Wo od, Realtor

CARPETED.

345.9462

RENT

NOW it's time to find a place, to decide where.
1&2 person apts., 3&4 BR houses, Brittany
Ridge Townhouses for 2-5.

ST.

KITCHEN . BATH WITH SHOWER, A/C, WA,SHE~ DRYER:
CAU 345. ~22 AFfER 5:30

4/25

515

F0 I

·F. 011 "EIT

REIT

I'

oce 4 BR house. 2 baths. serrn furn1shed .
C and dishwasher.
Trash paid. 1 t month lease.
$245/mo plus utllrues. Call 3488641
4122
J bedroom house. close to campus wrth W/D o pets, call 3459670

Al\IEll!ED..EM~ 1ts4>

scras 10 II

WAITED

130therwise

18Scorecard
division ·

19Pal
23Washington,

for one
24"What
~~~
God -

wrought?"

Pmmt>y.-.. .. ........,

25"Taras Bulba" 38Rio Grande
author
city
26Place to learn 39Garage conen fran<;ais
tents
27Swiss miss of 44" Halt!" caller
literature
45The Beehive
2.8Managed
State
29Puts into
46Beef on the
piles
hoof
30Ham it up
48Van company
31Triangular
48Bushy do .

32~ the

~obos. to

37CasJno game

~

53Far from certain
54Final Four

org.

55Peter of the

Monkees

5SPindar vol-

ume

pfug on
51>\sia's
~expert
Sea -

.•ancifUI story
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THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Goals:

Student Government
elections continue
today and \\ednesday

CONT INU ED FROM PAGE 1

Amanda Sartore, who ls running unopposed for vice president for academic affairs under
the Students Voice Party, said
she will implement a scholarship
search created by students that
will incorporate administration
to improve the Eastern community.
Sartore added some humor

when she said, "I'm gonna kinda
get into my platform (right
away) since no one's running
against me."
In the race for vice president
for student affairs, each member
spoke about their qualifications.
Matt Kulp said that he has a
good relationship with students
and wlll make it a point to go to
the students with vital information.
Lindsey Baum, of the Students
Voice Party, said that she wlll
inform the students and wlll
involve students in a leadership
constituency council.
Lisa Flam, who ls seeking her
second term as vice president

for student affairs with the
Campus Change Party, said that
her year of experience gives her
an advantage that wlll enable her
to jump in and get things done
and avoid the time it would take
to learn the position.
Larry Ward, who ls running
unopposed for vice president for
business affairs under the
Campus Change Party, gave his
platform.
Ward said that he will make
students aware of what they're
paying for and wants to create a
Web site where students can
check that information. Ward
said that he also wants to make
students aware of what the

Polling places and times

+ Tuesday - 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
+ Wednesday - 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
+ Voting taking place at Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
Coleman Hall, Carman Hall,
Taylor Hall and the Student
Recreation Center.
Apportionment
Board
and
Tuition
and
Fee Review
Committee do. Another point of
Ward's platform ls Recognized
Student Organization funding.
Ward said he has done
research into it and said it will

involve cutting through a Jot of
red tape but it can be done. Ward
said the money could come as
additional allocations from the
Apportionment Board and be
preceded by an extensive interview process.
He said he wanted to educate
students about "what you pay,
where it goes and how you can
get some of it back."
Student Government elections
are Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Wednesday 9 a.m. and 4 p.m..
Students can vote at the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union, Coleman Hall, Carman
Hall, Taylor Hall and the Student
Recreation Center

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

SUBLESSORS

3 BR HOUSE, 1 block to Stadium,
w/d, central ale. $630 month.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.

1 & 2 BR apts available summer &
2003-2004 semesters . Call for
info: 345-4602

2 BR apt completely fi.mshed reMy
remodeled, no pets, trash & water fiJnished. $235 per student 235-0405.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 BR townhouse apt furnished,
trash pick-up included. 2 blocks
from campus. Call 348-0350
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FALL 2003: 4-5 BR HOUSE 200
W. GRANT. 2
BATH. VERY
CLOSE TO O'BRIEN STADIUM.
A/C FREE W/D $250-$275/ BEDROOM. 345-6210 OR 962-0069

Tired of apt living? Riley Creek
Propertieshasdean3BRhomes&
townhouses available beginning
June 1st. AD partially or fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/shopping. PETS CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341 days or
345.6370 evenings. Leave Message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235 ea.
10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-5048
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

HUGE 4 BR house with BIG closets! 3 new baths, all rooms with
DSL. cable, p hone j acks and
fans. New W/ D, A/C, 24/7 maint.
10-12 mo/lease/ All new windows, off-street lighted parking.
Great front porch and deadbolts
on doors! 4 minutes to EIU.
Mowing and trash included.
JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Female sublessor wanted . Cute,
cozy 2 bdrm Apt. Great location.
Cheap rent. Free parking. call
345-1472
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
Sublessor needed! 1 bedroom
newly remodeled apt. Available
following finals. $290/ month obo!
Call Erica 840-4 721 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Sublessor needed for 3 bedroom
apartment for June and July.
$275/month per person. Call 3452891
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

3 BR house for 3-4.
block to
EIU, c lose to Stix, Krackers. etc.
Ugly. but mechanically sound.
$630 mont h. 345.4489. Wood
Rentals. Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

Grad student, faculty. staff. Apts
for 1 person, close to EIU. $300350. 345.4489, Wood Rentals.
Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

2 BR apt. 1/2 block to Rec Ctr,
cable incl, central ale. $230/ person. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _512

2 BR money saver @ $190/person. Cable & water incl. Don 't
miss it. 345.4489, Wood Rentals,
Jim Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
BRITIANY RIDG E TOWNHOUS ES, NEW CARPET, VINYL.
DSUphone/cable outlets. Best
floor plan, best prices! 345.4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
4 BR house for 4, great 10th St
location, 1 1/ 2 baths, ale.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
1 person looking for a roomy apt?
Try this 2 BR priced for one @
$350/mo. Cable TV & water incl.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
2 BR apts near Buzzard. $460/12
months, water incl. Low utilities.
A/C, coin laundry, ample parking.
345.4489, Wood Rentals, Jim
Wood, Realtor.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
Female tenants needed for quiet
1&2 BR apts. Very unique, sun
deck, antique floors. Too much to
list. Call 348.0819, leave message

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

ONE BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN!!!
2&3 BR apts, LIKE NEW!! W/D.
Call 549.1521
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
For rent. remodeled 2 & 3 BR
apts. W/D. 10 mo lease,
$200/person. 549-1521
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
912 Division. Nice 3 BR house.
$570 rent $570 deposit. Trash
incl. 217 -932-2910.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Homes for fall 3.4,5 BR W/D, CIA.
trash paid, within 2 blocks of
campus 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Nice home, 4 girls, for fall. W/D,
CIA, DW trash paid, close to campus. 345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Renting Rooms for fall. Utilities
paid, 1/2 block from campus.
345-3253
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
GREAT LOCATION: NINTH/LINCOLN ONE, 2 BR APTS SUITABLE FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS.
348-0209.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
BUCHANAN STREET APTS. 1,2,3
BR. OFF-STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-1266 OR 549-6215
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Close to campus. 5 BR house.
A/C, W/ D. low utilities 112 block
to student rec center. 2 blocks to
Old Main. Trash paid. $225/person. 348-0614
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
4 BR house now available for 3-4
people. good parking . patio.
$225 each. 731 4th street 8976266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _515

1025 4th St. 5 BR partially furnished,
deposit
required.
Available August. 618-580-5843
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
Available August 15, 2003, 2 BR
Furn Apt. Laundry on premises.
parking & trash included. Very
clean, nice & locally owned. On
campus by EIU police. Please call
for appt. 348.0673
__________00
1 BR APTS ON THE SQUARE.
LIKE NEW. EXTRA NICE. C/A,
CARPET, AND DISHWASHER.
AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST AND
AUGUST 1ST. $300 PER MONTH
AND
$350
PER
MONTH.
INCLUDES WATER AND TRASH.
345-4010
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Great location across from park! 4
bed. 2 shower, off street parking.
large backyard, new W/D. $250
per/person + deposit. 11 month
lease for the price of 1O months!
1210 Division. 235-0939.
__________00
REDUCED RATES, 3 BR APTS
FOR FALL. 11 MONTH LEASE.
NO PETS. 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

Nice 1 BR apt with office space.
Excellent location. $ 350 per
month. Call 345-0652.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
STILL SMELL THE NEW CONSTRUCTION! 1 BR/1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Polk w/ st ove, refrig,
micro, dishwasher, washer/dryer.
Trash paid . $450/single. $275
ea/ 2
adults.
348-77 46.
www.charlestonilapts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
3 BLOCKS FROM EIU @ 2001 S.
12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Furn.@ $435/single, $500/2
adults.
Unfurn.@$395/single,
$46012 adults. Stove, refrig. micro.
laundry room. Trash paid. 34877 46. www.charlestonilapts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
CLOSE TO SHOPPING! 1305
18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove,
refrig. micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/2
adults. Trash included. 348-7746
www.charlestonilapts.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

BUZZARD
STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3 BR
APTS. RENT AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW
UTILITIES. DSUETHERNET 03/04
SCHOOL YEAR. 345-5022
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

SUMMER MINI STORAGE. Min.3
mo. lease. 4x12 to 10x30 units.
Phone 348-7746
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

BELL RED DOOR APTS . 1,2&3
BR. OFF STREET PARKING.
OFFICE 345-3554 OR 346-3161.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

4 BR apt. $225 each. 1/2 block
from campus.Trash included.
Plenty of free parking. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

WID. Available Spring & Fall 2003.

Nice 5 BR 2 bath house 2 blocks
from campus. CIA. Free washer
and dryer. Low utilities. Private
backyard. We mow. Trash included. $245 each. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
House for rent. 3-4 BR. 2 showers, air, W/D, off-street parking.
202.4456
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2, 3&4 BR
houses. Great locations, close to
campus. 2417 maint. Great prices.
Call now! 346-3583
__________00
FOR LEASE: Fall 2003- 2&4 BR
houses, DSL wiring, central air.
ceiling fans, cable/phone jacks,
24/7 maint. 10 or 11 1/2 month
lease, W/D, newer appliances.
Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Newly recarpeted, 1,2,3 BR apts
on campus. Call Lindsay at 3481479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
SPACIOUS, 1 BR apt across from
EIU At 1542 4th St All elec, cent.
Air. Good closet Space. Trash &
parking included. Ideal for mature
student or couple. Availabilities
for June & August. 345-7286.
__________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________00
Now renting for Fall 2003: Very
close to campus. Several 1.2&3
BR apts. 3 BR. houses available.
Sorry No Pets! 348.0006
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
4 or 5 BR house, 2 baths, A/C &
W/D, 1020 1st st. Dan 345.3273
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

2 nice houses, all appliances.

Excellent locations. 345-7530
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

SEITSINGER APTS 1611 9TH
STREET. 1 BLOCK EAST OF OLD
MAIN. NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER 2003 & FALL 03-04. COMPLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT &
FURNISHED.
9
GARBAGE
MONTH INDIVIDUAL LEASE.
CALL 345-7136
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

N0 N

s EQ uI TuR

3 BR house for rent for Fall 2003.
Good location W/D & AC, trash, off
street parking, no pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
NICE APTS STILL AVAILABLE!
1,2,3 BR apts available for Fall
2003. Good location, reasonable
rates, trash, off street parking. no
pets. 345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
BRITIANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSE
For 4-5 persons, central air.
washer/dryer,
dishwasher,
garbage disposal, 2 1/2 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188-$225/
person. Available in May. Lease
length negotiable. 246-3083
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts. low
utilities. New carpet and new furniture. Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Comfy, large 2 BR house. All
rooms with DSL. cable, phone
jacks. New A/C, furnace, and
dishwasher. W/ D, trash/mowing
included. Nice yard. 2417 maint.
10-12 month appliances and windows. Low utilities. Off-street
parking. Steel doors with deadbolts. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Cory. 2 BR house all rooms with
DSL. cable, phone jacks. All new
appliances and windows. Covered
front porch. New A/C and furnace.
Low utilities. Trash and mowing
included. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
24-7 maint. 10- 12 mo/lease. 4 min
to EIU. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
LARGE 4 BR house. All rooms
with NEW DSL. cable, phone
jacks and fans, W/D, CIA. furnaces, dishwasher, refrigerator
and range. Off-street lighted parking. Steel doors with deadbolts.
2417 maint. 10-12 mo/lease. 4 min
to EIU. mowing and trash included. JWheels 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

$299/ MO. INCLUDES HEAT.
WATER, & TRASH . ABOVE
MOM 'S. DAVE 345-217 1. 911am.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Leasing summer for 10-12 month.
1 BR ($350) & 2 BR ($400). Large
apts, furnished, ideal for couples.
743 6th Street. Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
NICE, 2 BR apts still avail. for next
year. $225 -$300/ person. Good
locations, good condition, locally
owned. locally maintained. No
pets. 345-7286

FOR SALE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
1999 Toyota RAV4. 4 door sedan,
2 wheel drive. $11,000. Less than
27k miles. 345-4425
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Two 2001 Honda Elite SR scooters, Model SA50. Very low
miles. $1400 each OBO Call
345 -4171
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

ROOMMATES
3 girls and a dog need roommate
for 2003-2004 school year. $245
monthly. close to campus, W/ D.
call Kari 348-9354
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/25
Looking for a female roommate
for 2 BF apt. June 1, close to
campus. Call 345-9571 or 5495749.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/30
Roommates
wanted,
$295/ month.
Call
Lindsey
348.1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

BY WILEY MILLER
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THE DEFENSE OEPARTMEITT ANNOON<.EO TODAY THAT .. ' £W'"""~ '*'
THEY THOUGHT THEY KILLEO SAOOAM, llUT JT WAS HIS
HALF~llROTHER'S (00SIN'S SJSTIR-JN-LAW'S llEST
FRIEND'S llOYfRJf.NO'S ONQE THAT THEY KILLED.
9

PERSONALS
ATIENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up.
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buuard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when t hey are
published.
Call 581 -2812 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
Congratulations to HEIDI OETIEL
of DELTA ZETA on getting Top Ten
Greek Women of the Year! Your
sisters are proud of you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22

ANNOUNCEMENTS
$5, $5, $5! SEE WHAT $5
BUYS!!! AT JUST SPENCES.
1148 6TH STREET. O PEN
TU ESDAY- SATURDAY
1:305PM 345-1469. DONATIONS
WELCOM E!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
Rooms are still available for graduation weekend, May 9-10. Call
the Charleston Days Inn at 3457689
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/23
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested
in a yearbook of your senior
year, and are not sure how to
pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $4
we will mai l you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581 -2812 for more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00
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BOSTON MARATHON

FOOTBALL

Success in Spring drills Kenyans continue

• Defensive unit dominates scrimmage
as offense continues to search for
replacements for key personnel
By Aaron Seidlitz

STAFF WRITER

Spring practice and team scrimmages such as
the Blue-Grey game, which took place Friday
afternoon, provide the Panther football team with a
fresh start.
It Is also a transition period, when coaches try to
fill out their roster and watch as players fight for
roster spots. This spring Is an especially Important
transition period for the Panthers as they try to fill
the large shoes of last year's Walter Payton award
winning quarterback Tony Romo.
The quarterback race to replace Romo has been
the most fiercely contested battle In spring practice this year for the Panthers. So far, two candidates have distanced themselves from the field.
The Blue-Grey game was the first scrimmage of
the spring for junior Andy Vincent and sophomore
Ben King to showcase their skills.
"Andy Vincent has stepped out In front of the
other two right now, and that ls mostly because of
his experience, which Is so crucial right now,"
Eastern coach Bob Spoo said. "This Is an opportunity for these quarterbacks, and the rest of the
players, to show their talents."
"But It's tricky; sometimes they try too hard, and
that certainly doesn't help them. But the effort has
been there so far, and that ls Important. "
Beyond just the quarterback race, the rest of the
players are trying to either prove themselves for
the first time or show that their ability ls still
Intact.
For the experienced players, spring practice ls a
time to fine-tune their game and prove to the
coaches that they are ready to become the leaders
of this team.
"I think the whole idea of spring ball Is to see
where your spot Is going to be In the fall,• Eastern
senior Andre Raymond said. "But It's all about fun
though too. We go out there and have a good time.•
Raymond, who Is expected to fill In for the loss of
running back J.R. Taylor, doesn't have as much
pressure on him to have a good spring as the less
experienced players.
Players who are coming off a red-shirt season

"The whole idea of spring ball is to
see where your spot is going to be in
the fall."
-An1h Raymond

are looking to prove how good they are and what
they can offer the team.
"It Is very critical for those guys, for red shirts,
to see how they can compete, and It's interesting to
watch them develop and vie for different spots,•
Spoo said. '"Iwo guys who have stood out so far this
spring have been Jermaine Mobley and Kevin
Walz. As a wide receiver, Mohley ls a guy who could
provide some help for us this year. Walz, as one of
our safeties, has been a pleasant surprise. ·
On the same note as Walz, the rest of the defense
put in a surprisingly good performance at the BlueGrey game.
The defense, which was the weak spot of last
year's team, became an aggressive unit at the
scrimmage and proved that they have made strides
In Improving since last year.
"For a while this team has been led by the
offense, but to win a national championship, the
defense needed to step up and make plays,•
Raymond said. "This ls a group of players who have
been playing with each other for two or three
years, and they are really showing how well they
play together.•
One last thing spring practice will provide this
year's team will be the opportunity for the offense
to learn new offensive coordinator John Carr's
style of play. Even though there will be some new
wrinkles to Carr's squad next season, the basics of
the offense will remain the same.
Because of the similarities in Carr's offense to
last year's coordinator Roy Wittke's offense, the
team has not had to worry about learning an entirely new offense.
"There are some similarities between what I've
done and what coach Wittke did over the past couple of years,• Carr said. "The only real difference
Is In terminology, and the players haven't had a
problem with that.
"Because of this, the tempo has been really good
early on, and the offense Is looking good. "

rule of Boston

BOSTON (AP) - His name
sounds like "chariot,• and he certainly rolled through the streets of
Boston, from Hopkinton to
Heartbreak Hill.
Robert Cherulyot became the
12th Kenyan in 13 years to win the
Boston Marathon on Monday, and
his countrymen took the next four
spots In the 107th running of the
race.
With the top three finishers running for the first time in Boston,
Kenyans seem poised to keep
their grasp on the race.
"I was well-prepared," said the
24-year-old
Cherulyot
(pronounced cheh-REE-yot). "It ls a
marathon to make your name
known in the world."
Svetlana Zakharova of Russia
won the women's race to prevent a
second straight Kenyan sweep.
Marla Runyan, who Is legally
blind, was fifth - the best finish
for a U.S. runner since 1993.
The men's and women's winners
In the field of 20,260 each won
$80,000.

Cherulyot pulled away from
Timothy Cherlgat at the 22-mlle
mark, led by 16 seconds with 1 112
miles left and won by 23 seconds

Williams:
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 12

Chicago Is more of my ideal
place for him because I'd love
to see him In a Bears uniform,
and who knows If Tommy
Maddox ls going to equal last
season's performance for the
Steelers.
As long as Romo doesn't get
the san1e problem that former

In a time of 2 hours, 10 minutes, 11
seconds.
"I like the way people make
encouragement along the way,"
Cherulyot said. "They are happy
about Africans and I like that very
much."
Cherulyot won his only other
marathon, last December In
Milan, and primarily has competed in IO-kilometer {6.2 mile) races,
and half-marathons.
But he handled the longer distance extremely well even though
the temperature at the noon start
In Hopkinton, 26.2-mlles west of
the finish line, was 70 degrees
with a light wind.
It rose to 71 as the runners
reached the midpoint, then
dropped to 58 as the leaders
approached the finish.
Benjamin Klmutal finished second, Martin Lei third, Cherlgat
fourth
and
Christopher
Cheboiboch fifth.
Another Kenyan, Vincent
Klpsos, came Into the race with
the best time of any runner in the
field and set a fast pace.
He led for most of the first half,
then dropped out at about 14
miles.
Illinois quarterback Kurt
Kittner faced last season, like
being drafted to a team with
Michael Vick, he just may succeed.
As for Taylor, where he ends
up Is all up In the air. Maybe he
can become Mr. Irrelevant and
be drafted by Houston with the
final pick of the draft. At least
he'd have a free trip to Disney
World.

Finals Edition
May 5

2003

LAST PAPER OF THE SEMESTER

R1n 10 inches or a ore in the
final edition of the year and
receive '1 off per eolian inch!
Call 581-2816 for details
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Douse:

Flames bring 21-13
record to Coaches'
Stadium

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Going Into the tilt, Alvarez was tied
for the national lead In wins (9) and
ranked 10th In earned run average at
1.44.
1he Panthers will hope to not see a
letdown In rompetition when they
face UIC. The Flames boast an
unpress!Ve 21-13 record and have won
six of their last seven games.
Illlnols-Chlcago has taken a positive
tum since the hiring of head roach
Mike Dee five years ago. Dee has won
more than 100 games in the last three
years, and the Flames had the aJth
best record (39-16) in the nation last

season.

Facing the Flames on the hill will be
freshman rlghthander Mike Budde.
1heslx-foothw'ler has three decisions
and all were losses, but Schmitz needs
Buclc:le to be sharp rome conference
time and a lot is expected from the
Providence Catholic High School
(New Lenox) graduate.
·~·re trying to get some new arms
going,• Schmitz said. "(One of tOO;;e
arms) is Budde, and we will need hlm
to Win the OVC."
Although the contest is norH:Onference, the game takes on significance
due to the rivalry with IllinoisChicago.
UIC is not as close as other rivals
such as Illinois State, but Schmitz
mentioned the game still has a sense
of extra importance.
"All of the schools In Illinois provtde
us with rivalry," Schmitz said "A lot of
our players know (players on) UIC."
1f the Panthers can defeat IlllnoisChlcago and sweep a doub~r
with Bradley in Peoria Wednesday,
Eastern will be over the .500 hundred
mark for the first time all season.
Schmitz said being above .500 would
be nice, but he would like to see the
Panthers improve their overall play.
·~u (.500) is kind of a mental
thing,• Schmitz said "But we just feel
like we need to get better production
in the bottom of our order.•
A key to provtdlng the Panthers
with offense in the bottom of the lineup isjuntor infielder/designated hitter
Nolan Cork. 1he co-captain sparked
Eastern with three RBis durtng the
Southeast Missouri series Including
his second home run of the season.
"Cork really boosted our lineup,•
Schmitzsaid "Wejustneedtobeplaying confident baseball going Into the
weekend (conference) games."

STEPHEN HA AS/ASSOC IATE PHOTO EDITOR

Senior Aaron Shelbourne makes a pitch during a home game at Coaches' Stadium. Shelbourne has produced more with his bat than his arm, with seven
homeruns and 26 RBis this season.

Romo:

MLB

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

White Sox fall 9-2

Romo confirmed that the Pittsburgh Steelers,
Minnesota Vikings and Dallas Cowboys have contacted him about their interest.
"Before I would've said that it was between two or
three teams, but now lots of teams have shown interest," Romo said "There's no clear cut way to find out
anything involving this stuff."
Spoo is not concerned about where his star quarterback will go because he's confident that Romo can
adapt to any system and situation.
"He has the right attitude going into the pro level,
and coach Wittke has prepared him well for anything
they want to throw at him," Spoo said.
One thing that's definite is the fact that Romo will be
in front of ESPN's coverage of the 2003 NFL Draft to
find out which team he will be employed with. Romo
will be the first Eastern player to be selected since
cornerback Ray McElroy was drafted by the
Indianapolis Colts in 1995.
''I'll be watching both days," Romo said. "I'll definitely be interested in it."

CHICAGO (AP) - Ellis Burks and Karim
Garcia each homered twice Monday as the
Cleveland Indians won for the second straight
day, beating the Chicago White Sox 9-2.
Carlos Lee went deep in his fifth straight
game, matching a club record. But it wasn't
enough to catch the Indians, who have won
two straight for the first time since the seasonopening series against Baltimore.
Milton Bradley added a pair of RBis, and
Jake Westbrook (1-2) got his first victory as a
starter since July 25, 2001.
Westbrook didn't have his best outing,
allowing two runs and six hits in 5 2-3 innings.
But he didn't need to be sharp - not with the
way his teammates were picking on Chicago's
pitchers.
The Indians roughed Jon Garland (0-2) up
early, tagging him for five runs and five hits in
just 2 2-3 innings. Garcia got it started with a
two-run homer in the first inning, and Bradley
added a two-run double in the second.

Several teams show interest in
Eastern quarterback

Union Hair Salon

Announces New Hours
By Appointment Only

Tuesday - Friday<> 10 am - 9 pm
Phone: 581-7148
If you have any questions,
please call 581-3616.

Zoo bombs
Away!

Happy

21st

Terrance

From your boys

eed money for
clothes?

...._
Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
mone !

VOTE

s UDE

VOICE

Burks made it 5-0 with his first homer, a solo
shot, In the third. Garland was relieved after
he walked Casey Blake, with White Sox fans
jeering as he left the mound.
But Rick White didn't fare much better.
Omar Vtz.quel hit an RBI triple in the fourth
inning, and Burks led off the fifth with his second homer of the day. It was the 22nd twohomer game of Burks' career.
Garcia hit another two-run shot in the ninth
off White Sox closer Billy Koch for his fifth
career multihomer game.
The White Sox offense didn't give their
pitchers much help, either. Chicago was O-for5 with runners in scoring position through the
first five innings, stranding a runner at third
in both the first and second innings.
Lee finally spoiled the shutout in the sixth.
Magglio Ordonez led off the inning with a double, extending his hitting streak to 17 games.
1Wo outs later, Lee sent the first pitch from
Westbrook soaring toward left field.
It
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OVERTIME
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All day

3 p.m.Coaches Stadium

Baseball at Bradley (2)

3p.m.
3p.m.

NFL DRAFT

I

Matt Williams

Romo's road to draft day
By Matthew Stevens

NFL Draft
could call
two Panthers
The NFL draft is an exciting thing for football fans
across the country, and now
Eastern can be a part of that
excitement for the first time
in eight years.
Since cornerback Ray
McElroy was drafted in 1995
in the fourth round by the
Indianapolis Colts, Eastern
football fans have had no
real reason to pay close
attention to the draft.
This year, the Panther
faithful have two reasons to
keep their eyes attached to
their television screens
Saturday and Sunday: Walter
Payton Award winner Tony
Romo and the not-to-be-forgotten J.R. Taylor.
That's right folks. We have
not one, but two potential
players that may trade in
their Eastern jerseys for
ones with NFL logos.
Do these two guys have
any shot of being drafted?
I want to start with the
Jess obvious Taylor, a guy
who has sort of had to sit In
the shadows of Romo.
I have seen Taylor at his
best, and his numbers at
Eastern speak for themselves. I was in attendance
for his 308-yard, record
breaking performance
against Florida Atlantic,
where he showcased both
speed and power by breaking tackles and outrunning
everyone on the field.
Taylor averaged 126 yards
per game on the ground last
season, including 17 touchdowns. Those sound like
some darn good numbers to
me. Are they good enough
coming from Eastern
though?
Tay lor seems to think so,
and I'll go ahead and back
that up. He's quick enough
and has been working with
ex-Buffalo Bills wide receiver Don Beebe to Improve his
quickness.
By no means Is Taylor
going to go In the top four
rounds, but anything after is
game. These are the rounds
where players are rewarded
on effort and potential, both
of which Taylor has.
Let's now move on to
Romo, who I think Is a lock
to at least get drafted in one
of the seven rounds.
I will list Romo as one of
the top ten quarterbacks in
the draft, and he did not hurt
himself in the NFL combine.
Plus, they don't give the
Walter Payton Award to just
anybody.
The division 1-AA status
tagged to Romo should not
have any effect on where he
goes in the draft. Nobody
should question Roma's ability to find open receivers,
and he has the strength to
send the ball long if need be.
My ideal place for Romo
would be either Chicago or
Pittsburgh. Those are the
places where I think he can
make an impact. Kardell
Page 10
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Baseball vs. Illinois-Chicago
Men's golf at Illinois
Softball at SEMO

SPORTS EDITOR

SEE WILLIAMS •

Men's golf at Illinois
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Eastern senior quarterback Tony Romo may be handing his Panther jersey over for an NFL
one come this weekend. Romo expects to be one of the 262 players selected in this year's
NFL Draft_

What a difference four years makes. In four years,
Tony Romo went from competing for a startlngjob to
having his name potentially called at the 2003 NFL
Draft on Saturday and Sunday.
Romo has traveled down the road that has Jed him
to be named the best football player at the 1-AA level
as the Eastern quarterback received the 2003 Walter
Payton Award.
·I would like to think I elevated my position but you
never know," Romo said. "I think that I showed them
some things at the combine and
the Paradise Bowl game."
More inside
The Burlington, Wis. native is
+ Spring pracnow projected to be a middle to
tices show
late round draft pick, but Panther
promise for
coach Bob Spoo wasn't even sure
next year
he'd pan out in Charleston.
Page 10
"I didn't know he'd be this good
because you only hope people you
recruit will get better," Spoo said.
However, history has proven the kind of player
Romo has turned out to be at Eastern.
"He's a self-made guy that developed himself into
an outstanding college quarterback that can make all
of the throws," Spoo said.
NFL executives are very sneaky about discussing
individual prospects in the fear that other teams
might snatch them early. This process leaves players
like Romo in limbo over where he might be selected
"I honestly still have no idea where I will be selected," Romo said.
One concern that could be eliminated from the
rumor mill is the idea that competing at the 1-AA level
has hurt Roma's draft stock.
"I have spoken to individuals representing a number of teams and that has never come up in the conversation," Spoo said. "They want to know what kind
of player he was for us and that's not a concern."
Earlier in the month, Romo had been pursued by
the two teams that he has local ties to (Green Bay
Packers and Chicago Bears) but recently more teams
have started to call him.
SEE ROMO •
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BASEBALL

Eastern looks to douse in-state Flames

• Panthers have won four
ofpast five heading into
game against VIC
By Michael Gilbert

SPORTS REPORTER

STEPHEN HAAS / ASSOCIATE PHOTO EDITOR

Junior catcher Eddie Rivera awaits a pitch in a recent home game at Coaches' Stadium. Eastern plays host to
Illinois-Chicago Tuesday at 3 p.m.

The Eastern baseball team will
look to rontinue its hot streak and in
the process extingU.ish the Flames,
as It faces Illinois~hicago 3 p.m.
Tuesday at Coaches' Stadium.
The Panthers are winners of four
of their last five games and took two
out of three on the road from defending Ohio Valley Conference
Champion Southeast Missouri State
over the weekend.
Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz
said the series against SEMO was
one of the best showtngs of the year
for Eastern (17-19, 4-50VC). Eastern
won the first game of a double-header 5-1 behind a complete game vlctcr
ry by senior pitcher Damon White.
The Panthers went to extra
innings in the second game of the
twin-bill and won in dramatic fashion on a walk-off homer by outfielder Pete Stone in the eighth inning.
Eastern Jost its chance for a sweep
Sunday after surrendering five
home runs to the Indians and
dropped the game 22-9. Despite the
Panthers inability to break out the
brooms, Schmitz was satisfied with
the weekend games.
"I was so pleased with the series,"
Schmitz said. "We had two of our
better pitched games. We didn't
panic when we were down in the
games, and we beat a really good
pitcher, {Tun), Alvarez in the first
game."
SEE DOUSE •
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